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Kaleidoscope
By WALTER WRIGHT
The Intelligent Woman's Guide
To The Panama Canal:
When the city fathers laid out
the town that is now called Berkeley
they didn't know that some day, with
the help of the Standard Oil Com
pany of California, the Anglo-Cali
fornia Bank, the Southern Pacific
Railroad, and a few other pyramids
of finance, it was to grow into a city
of eighty-five thousand people, coa
gulated around a university which
the aforementioned pyramids would
jointly control.
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Seven Debaters to Enter
Linfield Invitational
Pacific Representatives Enter All

Elects New
Officers
Sections;

Over Thirty Schools Expect to Compete

A delegation of seven speakers is representing the Pacific Student Asso
ciation today at the annual Linfield Invitational Tournament at McMinnville, Oregon.
Included in the above today are two men's debate teams and one
women's team, together with their judge, Miss McCann. Representatives
of the College of the Pacific will^
—
They named the village after a man enter almost all sections of competi
tion in debate, oratory, extempor
who used to meditate in a cloister
aneous speaking, and after dinner
at Oxford about three hundred years
speaking.
ago. 1 his man was a bishop, and
very wise ... as bishops go. He . Competition at this annual spring
was so wise that once he wrote a tournament in Oregon will include
metaphysical
t r e a t i-s e
called the colleges and universities from all
"Thoughts On Tar Water." That over the Pacific Coast. Among the
in itself would be a very good rea states from which teams will be sent
What's going on in the
son for naming a city after him. to McMinnville are Idaho, Utah, Neworld?
vade,
Oregon,
Washington,
Arizona,
But he did something else too. He
Plenty. But how many really
made a prediction. "Westward," he Colorado and California. Total reg
tnow
what IS happening and
said one day to-his brother dons as istration is expected to include well
the significance of events now
over
thirty
schools,
besides
a
large
they sat over their porter and beaftranspiring in China, Japan,
steak, "Westward the course of em number of junior colleges in their
Germany, Italy or even in our
section.
pire takes its way."
own United States?
But that observation really wasn't DEBATE SUBJECTS
All students interested in
very wise. Obviously the course of
Subject for the debating will be
keeping up with the times will
empire had to take its way some the Pi Kappa Delta question, "Re
derive real benefit and pleasure
where, and it couldn't very well be solved: that the NLRB should be
from sitting in with and parti
eastward because that was where the empowered to enforce arbitration
cipating in the new Current
course of empire was invented, and of all industrial disputes." Extem
Events Group, which meets
most of the people of those regions poraneous speech will also have as
Monday, February 21, under
had been dischanted with it long ago. the general field the Pi Kappa Delta
the leadership of Bob TakahaThe farther east you went the greater selection for its national tournament
shi.
the dischantment, until at last you later this spring, "Democracy or
Informal presentation of the
came to to a country where it was What?" After-dinner speaking will
latest world events plus stim
ulating discussion—a real cur
so intense that the people just sat be on the topic "American Habits."
rent events "bull session"—is
around all day thinking about Nirv LOCAL ENTRIES
what this new group offers.
ana and looking at their stomachs.
Louis Sandine and Erwin Farley
The time: Monday, 12:30 to
And this was the chief difference
1:15.
The place: the "Y"
between their meditation and the will be the number one College of the
rooms.
Every student who
meditation of the bishop ... or any Pacific entry in men's debate. These
likes to be "well-posted" is in
bishop. He looked westward, and two boys cooperated with Carl Frisen,
vited to attend.
they looked at their stomachs, I sup who spoke on the negative side, to
pose because that was the one part win nine out of eleven debates at
of their anatomy in which they could Linfield in 1937 and place fourth in
be completely disinterested. Anyway, the tournament. This year they are
after skipping over Kansas and most promising themselves an even higher
of the middle-west, when the course ranking.
Marie Nichols and Doris Hancock
of empire at last got to Alameda
county it stopped, out of deference will represent the College of the
to the Pacific Ocean. That is to Pacific in women's debate. This will
say, it stopped geographically. But be their second tournament under
it had to do something. So of neces the Pacific banner, and they will be
striving to repeat their victory at
sity it turned in upon itself and began
Bakersfield last fall.
devouring its own young. The culA weekend Seminar to be-hckl at
.ihrtaium of it all is soiuc ical-esiatc STOCKTON J. C.
that is very pretty indeed, and all
Martin Pulich and Gregg Phifer Cambria Pines for faculty and ad
those vicious alphabetical societies, are the other local debate team enter visers of Student Christian Asso
and cities that are swarming with ing the tournament. These sopho ciations, will commence Friday, Feb
proud serene people, and an idyllic more debaters will strive to make ruary 18, at noon and will continue
landscape in which any poet with a
for the defeats they suffered through Sunday, February 20.
Under the able leadership of Dr.
mind for irony and economics would in the J. C. tpurnament last week.
W. O. Mendenhall, President of
delight.
Sandine, Farley, Pulich and Phifer Whittier College, the conference will
Meanwhile those other nations will enter men's extemporaneous
place its major emphasis upon dis
were stil looking at their stomachs. speaking, with Hancock entering the
cussion of exchange of ideas to better
But you know what happened to women's section. Sole orator from
all Student Christian Associations.
them. The British went over and Pacific will be Marie Nichols. Louis
Those who will attend from the
opened an opium trade that was so Sandine is scheduled to enter the
College of the Pacific will be Dean
profitable it almost paid for Hong after-dinner speaking contest.
Corson, Mrs. R. A. Brady, member
Kong. They were followed by Ad
Ten rounds of debate are scheduled of the advisory board of Student
miral Perry who set things moving for Thursday and Friday, with finals
Christian Association, Mr. Harold
in Japan on a good money making in all contests coming Saturday. The
Stanley Jacoby, Mr. Robert Wright,
basis, with the result that the coun debaters will leave by the Southern
and Miss Joyce Dunkerley.
try not only stopped looking collec Pacific Wednesday morning, and re
tively stomachward, but began to turn, according to their progress in
gaze into every direction of the com the tournament.
pass, and Berkeley's Law manifested
Up until last year, when his men's
Rushing Rules
itself again.
debate team of Farley, Frisen, and
But to return to the town named Sandine took fourth place, Dr. Roy
All girls eligible for rushing
McCall had never made the trip
after him. When they laid out the
will please read the rules in the
city they didn't know what was com there without some sort of victory.
Pan-Hellenic Handbook.
If
ing. They didn't know that along He refused to put his debaters on the
you do not have a copy, you
that disguised horse and buggy trail spot this year by saying what he ex
may obtain one at Dean Berg's
which is now College Avenue, thous pected, but rumor says he is shooting
office. This book has been
ands of cars would be creeping daily high.
compiled for your benefit.—
in second gear, forced into the wake
Please use it! For rushing
of the streetcar which groans spas
dates see page 3.
modically ahead, earning dividends at
every lurch. So very soon now the
sons of the city fathers will have
to tear up the street and build
new one.
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Call it what you will . . . Berkeley
or America, College Avenue or the
Panama Canal. The Panama Canal
has become too narrow for imperial
ism, and since human ingenuity has
not yet perfected a means of trans
porting battleships overland, some
thing will have to be done, especially
in view of recent developments in
Washington.
Last week President Roosevelt
dispatched an admiral before the
House Naval Affairs Committee to
persuade it to spend eight hundred
million dollars for more battleships.
The largest battleship w.e have today
squeezes through the canal with
meagre two feet clearance. When
we are blessed with ships that scrape
their paint against Gatun Locks they
will be intended for aggressive war
fare, not for peacetime maneuvers
along our own shores.

To be Shown

Foreign Flicker

Under the sponsorship of the Mod
ern Language Department, the Paci
fic Student Body will have the oppor
tunity of seeing "The Carnival of
Flanders" Monday evening, Febru
ary 28, in the Auditorium. This
motion picture won several national
and international prizes when it was
released several years ago under the
French title, "La Kermasse Heroique." Critics have proclaimed it as
one of the most outstanding his
torical films ever produced. Although
the speech is in French, English titles
and the very real and expressive
pantomime of the actors make the
plot easily understood by anyone.
Placed in a setting of 16th Cen
tury Holland, the story of "The
Carnival in Flanders" is exciting am
Those are the kind of ships Mr. a pageant of that period in histor
Roosevelt is pressing the navy to when the Spaniards were the ruler
build. He wants them 8,000 tons of more than half the world. Th
heavier than any we now possess, whole film is remarkable for its beau
and he wants them broad of beam ty in contrast of pictorial form alone,
so they can carry guns of sufficient and for the felicity with which the
calibre to fight in Japanese waters, characters are drawn. Students of
beyond the range of Japanese guns. art will be gratified to note the care
Let's not be so naive as to suppose which almost all the scenes are made
that Mr. Roosevelt wants to send a to resemble the paintings of Peter
navy to Asia because his heart is Breugel, whose son is shown as paint
wrung with pity for the multitudes ing a portrait of the town fathers of
of people over the earth who are the little Flemish village in which
longing for peace, or because the the drama is laid.
Tickets may be procured from the
homes of a few American mission
aries chance to be in the regions faculty of the Modern Language de
where bombs are falling, or for any partment, at any time during the next
other reasons save those of cold two weeks. The price is 40c.
hard Yankee dollars. Above all, let's
have done with the inexpressibly
stupid idea that a navy would ven boo of journalistic hysteria, physical
ture acrqss an ocean, thousands of or ideological. It is not our coast
miles away from its nearest base line, but our capital, that needs proto protect its shores from some buga- tection against fascism.

Becker President
First meeting of the International
Affairs Club was held Tuesday, Feb.
15, in the "Y" rooms at Anderson
Hall, with twenty interested stud
ents in attendance. Main purpose
of the meet was to organize and
draw up a plan of action for the new
club.
In the election of officers, Bill
Becker was voted president; Walter
Wright, vice-president in charge of
program; Roger Abbott, secretarytreasurer. A social committee cochairmen chosen by the group were
Beverly Wright and Josephine Schifferle. Faculty adviser for the club is
Dr. Werner.
The group, which will meet every
other Tuesday at 3 p. m. in the "Y"
rooms, voted to limit membership
to 24'students, inasmuch as the Club
proposes to be a discussion group
with each member taking an active
part in the program. Membership
fee will be fifty cents per semester.
The club also decided to join the
Carnegie Endowment for Interna
tional Peace, which organization pro
vides free books and current events
summaries to international relations
clubs throughout the world.
Revival of the old weekly Public
Affairs Forum in new guise was re
commended by the club, which will
sponsor the new group, meeting every
Monday from 12:30 to 1:15. The
group, which will be labeled "Cur
rent Events Group," is under the di
rection of Bob Takahashi, and is
open to all students interested in
keeping abreast of the "passing
scene." .
The next meeting of the Interna
tional Affairs Club will be held Tues
day, March 1. Topic for discus
sion will be announced next week.

Debate Meet
Swept by
Pasadena
Stockton Places

Senior List
Released by
Registrar
Tentative Only

Pasadena College, after dividing
Seniors tentatively on the gradua
honors with Long Beach J. C. in tion list for June, 1938, according
1937, swept the second annual Pacific to the announcement sent out by
Invitational Tournament this year Miss Deering of the Registrar's of
for lower division students and jun fice, are as follows:
ior colleges by taking four out of
Roger Abbott, Benson Alexander,
five cups offered.
• Mary Anglemeyer, Elizabeth AberMen's debate went to Wayne crombie, Helen Arbogast, Ruth
Brown and Ernest McCullum of Barnes, George Blaufuss, Jr., Elea
Pasadena College. Women's debate nor Blum, Ann Blundell, George
was won by Inez Cooper and Lois Bralye, Honorio Burigsay, Margaret
Jorzyna of Pasadena College. Wo Breed, Joyce Bovey, Roland Camp
men's extemporaneous speaking fell bell, William Carlile, Jr., Ethel Car
to the same young lady, Miss Cooper, ter, Clarence Compton, Forrest Dar
while oratory was won by Brown, by, Dorothy Davis, Eileen Daniels,
who spoke on "Malediction."
Alinde Dohrmann, Robert Eley, Jack
Sole cup not going to Pasadena Farnesi, Louis Faroni, Delphine FerCollege was that in men's extempor roggiaro, Naomi Fuqua.
aneous speaking. This was won by
Janet Carvine, Ema Ruth Gillette,
Jean Valentine of Pasadena Junior Ruth Greenough, George-Ann Hafley,
College. Valentine and Simpton took Mabel
Hamma, Henry Hobson,
second place in men's debate.
Blanche Hook, William Ijams, Isabel
STOCKTON J. C.
Ing, Ruth Johnson, Jerry Keithley,
There were several place winners Evelyn King, Jane Kingdon, Leonard
from Stockton Junior College. Gladys Land, Faye Lucas, Eugene Martin,
Bartholomew won second place in Beverley McGhan, Raymond Mcwomen's extempore. Miss Bartholo Glothen, Patricia Millberry, John Mc
mew and her partner, Christina Van- Millan, Andrew Morris.
den Akker, finished in the runner-up
Holbrook Newell, Francis O'Hare,
place in debate. The local entry Burton, Olmsted, Joey Oleata, Dale
lost a 2-1 decision to Pasadena Col Parlier, Beck Parsons, Mark Parsons,
lege in the finals.
June Parker, Bobbin Gay Peck, Vin
Tying for third place in men's ex cent Peck, Marshall Peal, Maradean
tempore were the sophomore debate Pease, Hazel Pendleton, William Rey
colleagues, Martin Pulich and Gregg nolds, Thomas Rippey, Patricia Rob
Phifer. William Russell also quali erts, Louis Sandine, Florence Sato,
fied for the final round, but finished Howard Scott, Lawrence Short,
fifth in total rankings.
Douglas Silva, Jean- Smith, Mary
Weber College of Ogden, Utah, en Stanford, Jane Stuart, William Sturtered unexpectedly at the last mo rock, Jr., Paul Taylor, Helen Jean
ment. Despite the fact that their Torvend, Alex Turkatte, Jeanne
coach, Mr. Monson, was left in Weir, Gordon White, Hubert White,
Truckee Pass because of the snow, May Louise Whitmore, James Wil
the Weber teams came ahead by son, Frank Wood.
train. Last year's Weber College
national champions of Phi Rho Pi,
lost in the semi-finals.
RIVERSIDE
Two debaters from Riverside J. C.,
A1 Lewis and George Kent, were so
anxious to enter the tournament that
they hitch-hiked here from Los An
geles. George used an umbrella to
shield himseif fr^m the pouring rain,
but every time he ext'sstatu-n iu- mute
The Race Relations Committee
appeal to a passing motorist, he was
composed of Mary Galton, Eva
drenched still further.
Attendance at the junior college Wong, Jack Hidy, Betty Barron, Miss
tournament was slightly lower than Joyce Dunkerley and Florence Sato,
last year, but all were expressive in chairman, met Monday afternoon,
their appreciation of the way in which February 14, to formulate plans for
the tournament was run. Sleepless the semester.
With a general background in the
but unconquered, Dr. Roy C. McCall
directed the tournament to the sat study of racial understanding and ap
isfaction of all parties concerned. preciation, which was completed last
semester, the group will now study
specific groups emphasizing the Or
ientals in their relation to the Ameri
cans in the United States.
In addition to study groups, the
committee is also planning tours info
the Oriental sections—one of which
is to be a trip to Chinatown in San
Francisco.

George Cavalli's Band
Chosen for Mardi Gras
Queen Election to Get Under Way Next Week;
Modiste 7 Costumes May be Available
Added fuel to the already flaming Mardi Gras spirit was pro
vided this week by the announcement of Chairman Vincent Peck
that George Gavalli and his orchestra will furpish the music for
Pacific's Third Annual Fete of Fetes, which sizzles into history
Saturday, March 5, at the Stockton Memorial Auditorium.

* The services of the up-and-coming young maestro, an ex-Pacificite,
were secured through the efforts of
head man Peck and A1 Harkins,
chairman of the music committee.
Cavalli's combo, playing out of San
Francisco under the protecting wing
of the National Broadcasting Com
An opportunity for every
pany, features a sweet "Henry King"
one to air his opinion on din
style of rhythm which has capti
ing hall conditions will be
vated the meticulous dancing taste of
given next week in a poll to be
the
Bay Area's smart set at some of
conducted by the Weekly.
Norhern California's fines hostelries.
The poll, coming as an out
growth of an investigation by
Dancers at the Palace, St. Francis,
several interested students, has
Mark Hopkins and at the Hotel Del
as its main purpose to deter
Mar Country Club at Monterey Bay
mine student reaction on the
have enjoyed the soothing strains of
proposal that women and men
"Just Once Again," Cavalli's distinc
students eat together.
All those who regularly eat
tive theme. The band is a twelvein the dining hall are asked to
piece unit, including two pianos—one
write in their opinions to the
of them manned by the maestr.o him
Weekly or give them to mem
self, who is well remembered by
bers of a committee which will
many Pacific students as the moving
be appointed later this week.
force behind the Thursday night
This poll is not a field day
shindigs two years ago.
fpr adverse criticism—it will
Stated Chairman Peck regarding
be to everyone's benefit if the
the orchestra selection: "We feel
criticism is constructive, and
that the student body will be well
if definite suggestions are
satisfied with the music this year
given.
and that the absence of a 'big name'
band will perhaps add to, rather than
detract from the dancing pleasure."
Last year Ben Pollack provided the
toe-tapping incentive.
Activity along the feminine front
was promised for next week by Tom
Coffey, chairman of the Queen Com
mittee. Each women's living group
on the campus must nominate its
candidate before Thursday, February
24, on which day all the regal con
testants will be presented in assembly.
Election of Her Majesty, the High
"Scenes from the Life of Abraham
Lincoln" is the program to be pre Empress of Mardi Gras, will come
the following week, the polls being
sented by the Pacific Little Theatre. .thfown open""Thursday and Friday,
for the College of Pacific annual dep- March 3 and 4. Last year's queen
utation tour. The play will go on election saw more ballots cast than
the road during the weeks of March in anY other student body poll in the
7-H and 21-25.
history of C. O. P., and judging
from campus enthusiasm, the 1938
Itinerary includes only northern I total vote promises to exceed the
Mr. Welch and Mr. George Eby
California junior colleges. Those to I record '37 cast. Former queens inof the science department have com
be visited, during the first week, are elude Edith Ijams, 1937; Mary Bay,
pleted a new type of movie screen
Modesto, Reedley, Taft, Coalinga, 1936.
and projector which will be of aid
Porterville, Visalia and Bakersfield.| «0ther committees are beginning to
to all mechanical arts and science
Scheduled for the second week are move into high and original ideas
students. The projector operates on
Sacramento, Auburn, Yuba County, gaiore should make this season's
a projecting tunnel principle which
Santa Rosa, Marin, San Francisco, carnival the gayest of all," Peck adds.
will throw animated films upon a
San Mateo, Salinas, and Hollister. 'Bastian's decorations should trans
screen clearly visible in a well lighted
Miss Evelyn Barnett, senior stud form the Civic Auditorium into the
classroom, thus eliminating a dark
ent, with four years of amateur dra brightest spot in town."
ened room. The / films used are
matic experience, will direct the pro
The publicity committee, headed by
those taken by Welch of his stud
duction. The cast has not been an
Tom
Rippey, is dickering with Fox
ents and are for the purpose of
nounced.
Movietone and other newsreel com
demonstrating methods of techniques
panies. Negotiations to have "Life"
of mechanical arts.
cover the event having temporarily
The film is arranged in such a
hit a snag, the committee is plan
manner that rewinding is unneces
Mr. Walter L. Gordon of the staff
ning to have a photographer on the
sary, the film repeating itself on the
of the San Francisco Museum of
scene to take unusual shots for na
projector. Such, a device bought
Art will lecture in room 221 of
tional disemmination.
on the market would cost in the
Weber Hall on .Friday, February
Dick Patriquin, chairman of the
neighborhood of $500. Welch and
25, at 11:40. His subject will be "An
refreshment committee, has several
Eby with the aid of Dr. Clarence
Approach to Contemporary Art." All
novel ideas, the exact nature of
Larson constructed their projector
art majors must attend this lecture
which are being held back.
from miscellaneous portions of a
and others are cordially invited.
Aid to the perplexed costume-seek
packing case together with several
Mr. Gordon is in charge of Adult
Herbert Classic Given Tonight, Tomorrow
ers is forthcoming in the report that
pieces of Alpine lumber and an or Education at the San Francisco Mu
DeMarcus Brown, Little Theatre Di
dinary moving picture projector.
By BOB BASTIAN
seum and Carnegie Extension ex
rector, may rent some of the cos
Victor Herbert's Mile. Modiste has already been proved before two
hibition for Northern California. He
tumes used in Mademoiselle Modiste
is a New Yorker, only recently ar crowded houses. Having seen an early rehearsal we had been quite a mite I aXotheTraimenTfrom"the"ex7enrived to assume his duties at the skeptical about the suitability, production, and casting of the famous Live Little Theatre wardrobe. Jean
Museum.
operetta. We were mistaken.
jWestrum, in charge of the costume
P O O S H ' E E M U P , M A R C !
After his undergraduate work at
The show is excellent and we+~
I arrangements, will make complete anPrinceton from 1926 to 1930, Mr. simultaneously apologize humbly for
nouncement concerning the accoutreGordon returned for graduate work what we had been thinking and en one, Ginn, Peck and Aitken combine ments ext
to
literally
"lay
'em
in
the
aisles,"
"
week After that, its first
at . the same university, receiving his thusiastically recommend the attend
corae> brst served,
M. A. degree in 1932. From 1932 to ance of everyone. For who wouldn't with a brand of humor found only in|
1936 he was publicity director and wish to hear stunning Norma Bentley a Herbert operetta.
Lingering in the mind of all ob
staff lecturer at the Albright Art sing "Kiss Me Again", in a dazzling
Gallery in Buffalo. In 1934 Mr. scarlet and golden gown, and to see servers for many a day will be the |
Gordon attended the Institute d' a screamingly comic Ann Blundell gorgeous ballet scene in the third
Art et Archeologie at Sorbonne in (and who's have thought it of her) act, which from the standpoint of I
Paris, and in 1936-37 he attended as Mrs. Hiram Bent of Keokuck, la., sheer stage picture, was the out-1
the Graduate College of Yale Uni and witness the really gorgeous set standing feature of the production.
Verna Dunstan, Pacific's premier I
versity as a Carnegie Fellow in ting in the bazaar scenes?
daneuse, led her trio of graceful
Adult Education.
balleteers through some of the love
He is a member of Phi Beta Kappa COMIC CAPERS CUT
The production is alive with liest, most exuberant dance routines j
and the Pattern, a group of painters
in Buffalo, N. Y. In 1936 Mr. Gor comedy featuring Margaret George ever seen in the Auditorium.
Dr. Knoles has just returned from
Incidentally, we are most gratified
don received an award for the finest and Virginia Brown, the propriet
unofficial meeting of the
painting in the Third Annual Exhi ress' giggling, calfish daughters and for the opportunity of hearing this I the first
bition of Artists of Western New their brother Gaston, dear Butterfly sort of musical comedy done at Methodist Protestant ,the Methodist
boy, William Workman. Gaston exe Pacific. These operettas, with the|Episcopal, and the Southern MethoWork.
The Carnegie program has been cutes two very difficult stories in song celebrated names associated with|dist church groups was held at the
made possible by a grant of $7,500 to with clarity and humor, and plays them, are an important part of our I Stevens Hotel in Chicago on Febthe San Francisco Museum of Art some exquisite bits in extracting musical heritage. That they have I ruary 3, 4, and 5th. This hotel is
for the Carnegie Corporation of money from his mother who is the genuine appeal today is proved by the the largest one in the world. There
New York. The series of exhibitions delicately restrained Nelda Ormis- enthusiasm with which "Student were two principal reasons for this
is being circulated throughout North ton. The strongest male part is Prince" was received two seasons meeting: First, this year celebrates
ern California bringing a balanced Howard Thurston's, Hiram Bent. ago, and the apparent success of the two-hundredth anniversary of the
program of art to every community Thurston has that quality, most ex "Mile. Modiste". Though the form founding of Methodism by John
cellent in musical comedy, apparent of these musical extravaganzas may Wesley on May 24, 1738; second,
which finds sponsorship for it.
seem artificial, consider this: That the opportunity for the three groups
The exhibit which accompanies ease and smooth, strong diction.
Unusual high point is the first act every stage effort is only a conven- j to get together and celebrate their
this lecture will be shown in the
upper corridor of Weber Hall all of finale, a stirring chorus and lament tion appearing as reality if we are uniting together which took place in
next week; there is no admission by hero Erwin Ruff on the disquiet used to the techniques employed by 1739.
Anyone was permitted to attend
charge and everyone is invited to see ing disappearance of heroine Fifi. the author. When considered in this
In fact, the chorus has an important light, the direct appeal to the audi- this meeting, but all of those who atthis showing.
and gratifying part, as well as pres ence and formal pauses for lyrics tended paid their own expenses. Four
Take it or leave it, "Jam sessions" enting an exceedingly pretty pic become very charming and effective thousand one hundred attended this
were popular 200 years ago. They ture. It is not being too extravagant in the skilful hands of Victor Her- big meeting. Loud speakers wired
to the various rooms of the hotel
were then called "Dutch Concerts". to say that the sight of some of the bertpermitted everyone to hear what was
A piece was selected and the musi gentlemen of the chorus in tails is FINE STAGING
The Mile. Modiste score has vital going on at the same time.
cians joined in when they pleased as alone worth the price of admission
it progressed. I wonder if there The gowns of the female members ity. The play is beautifully set and
Most of the speakers discussed
of the ensemble are no less attrac costumes, ranged from the ludicrous
"Give your all for dear old Victor Herbert" or "Alma Mademoiselle really is anything new under the
one phase or other of the following
tive.
to the tempestuously dramatic, and subjects; "Christianity Looks at the
Modiste is depending on you" seems to be the theme of co-exhorters sun. Prof. Edward G. Stricklen
has the proverbial all's-well ending World"; "Methodism Looks at the
said this jam session "is a necessary BALLET BEAUTIFUL
"Mammy Singer" Brown and Miss Muffet" Bowerman in this can
One does not soon forget such that sends 'em home happy. Mile.
part of every musical age." The
did shot snapped during rehearsal by Sonny Compton, Weekly pho above was from the U. C. Daily scenes as the second act opening Modiste is a worthy successor to the World" ; "What Methodism Expects
of the Church"; and
where the quartet of footmen, Far- Student Prince.
Californian.
tographer.
Look at Methodism."
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A GRAMMAR SCHOOL ATTITUDE
has developed in the dining hall in the years since food was doled
out on the old family style system. Time was, when it was con
sidered something of a sign of gentility to eat with an individual
of the opposite sex; witness now the childish attitude prevalent
toward anyone who mave have the nerve to sit in a mixed group
at dinner time.
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In the days before mass production in the school food factory,
it was the common, not the excepted thing, for the men and women
to eat together; there was a desire to eat in groups for the common
enjoyment to be gained from meeting other personalities and
learning to adapt "one's self to characteristics peculiar to individuals
of various types. Along with this "big family" attitude which the
student body enjoyed at that time, there was a vestige, just an
embryonic trace, of acceptable manners to be found. But any
semblance of sophistication in the Postian mode of findering folks
has been drowned in the curtain of soup which bathes Pacific's
grub grounds every meal time, from the moment the first tray
is put on a table, to the exodus of the last tie-splattered gourmet.
To those epicureans who may desire just a temporary respite from
the bustlings of the usual college day, the dining hall processit couldn't be called a meal—represents a nightmare of soup spoons
being christened in sprays of highly flavored dish water, punc
tuated by a questionable variety of dining conversation. Apparently
the good old days have gone forever.

To the four corners of the earth we
go this week on our magic carpet,
and if you like literature of the
homey type with never a dash of
foreign atmosphere to give a filip to
your reading diet, this is the place
where you stop reading. We start the
column with Ann Morrow Lind
bergh's book, "North To The Orient".
By JERRY LEE
For those of you who like your nonYes Sir!! this radio business is| fiction delivered in a mixture of
a great racket. (Not meant for a I charm and straight-forward facts,
By BOBBIN GAY
pun). With great gusto and large I tfi;s book is worth sitting up nights
type it is brought to the eyes of 110 finish.
The book tells of the adMile. Modiste—if you haven't seen
your columnist that the Radio Cor- I ventures which befell the Lindberghs it as yet, be around either tonight
poration of America, (or as it is bet- on their trip to the Orient in 1931. or Saturday. You certainly have
ter known, RCA), made a net profit Mrs. Lindbergh has a gift of ex- heard all about it by now—the sets,
of $9,000,000 for 1937 . . . Wait a pressing her thoughts well, and is at the costumes, the music, and the
minute, you haven t read anything yet, I }ler [,est when sfie ;s putting into comedy. Hear Norma Bentley sine
the gross income for this institution wor(js some vague notion that is "Kiss Me Again"; see Anne Blundell
was $112,650,000 ... Ah well, if that common to all people but hard to go into her song and dance; see
is what they call a profit . . . a mere express. For interesting reading on Nelda Ormiston sail onto the set
nine "'A'"" • • • who am 1 to say that Canada, Russia, and Japan the book looking positively -beautiful; come
Some one, in the distant days gone by, must have painted a
it is chicken-teed
I is hard to beat—B-in non-fiction.
land see for yourself—it's a real
Poor Emily, (by the way her last
white line across the dining hall floor. A coin was flipped, and the
For an interesting slant on
the
entertainment. Don't miss
uu„
ulevening's
name is Post), received so much pub* T, a"
=;,s .
outcome determined that the men were to eat on the west, the
1
Cecl
|thlS
ml,sica,e
licity because she spilled her berries p™
f.'r
e
i?""
"
u""s«al
women on the east section of the room. And now, a boy, for
on the tablecloth while having din- Rober'S . &one Slmward
enough
for
our
mone
Th
ner
that W C Fields sent her
ye writer
The show must go on —trite but
instance, who dares to trespass on the east side of the room is
a teiegram'saying, "Courage! The 15 a. you"g Englishman who spends true, just ask the eleven ardent
greeted by as much derision and ridicule as if he had invaded the
ill-mannered guests are the ones a w\nter'n Florida; viewpoint un- theatre workers who, spent Tuesday
who spill the beans
not the u
content excellent. B rat- night at the theatre. To the tune
inviolate sanctity of a bedroom in Women's dorm. And women
berries." Pretty darned nice thought inf recommended
for those who have of "It's Three o'Clock In the Mornas the weaker sex, the ones to be sought after and not seeking, my
there don't you think?
a lot of time on their hands and want mg, the gang painted, pounded, and
deah, just don't DARE encroach on western territory. If a girl
Our little friend Charlie McCarthy t0 read something a little different.
groaned their way through the night,
should accidentally sit in that section of an apparently homewill converse with the lovely soprano
-*n ^ie fiction line we have two _ was a j0'3 we^ done.
The set,
Gladys Swarthout about great operas nove^s that are definitely outstand-1a er mahing a crashing entrance,
steaded region, she would undoubtedly be ostracized as the most
when she appears Sunday at 5:00 '"g and have enough change of !ooks better than ever. Who done
brazen of forward creatures.
p. m. over KPO as guest artist 011 scenery to satisfy the most voracious '1' Rebuild it, J mean—well, Marc,
and Job!i were tbere with more dethe C— & S— hour . . . (never let lover of travel fiction.
The first
Perhaps the foregoing is an exaggerated picture of conditions.
it be said that we plugged a sponsor) one fiads its setting in Mexico and termination than enthusiasm; Bob
On the whole, though, it is quite accurate. Strangers, coming to
. . , Oh yes . . . Master Charlie Texas, and has a whacking good Eley, Bob Grady, Joe Downey, Dale
the dining hall for the first time, have wondered at the stares and
is now being nominated for the murder mystery to further intrigue Rose> Darby, and Patriquin upheld
smiles they receive if they accidentally run amuck in enemy terri
mayorship of Milwaukee . . . (You ?ne- There is a sanitarium in Mex-1 Half the pillars, while Shay Barnett
know . . . Beer? . . . Milwaukee.) 'co> a re£d estate boom in Texas, and alld yollr "backstage" stripped the
tory. Eventually they get wise to themselves—the usual time for
and upheld the other half. It
Better take it easy Charlie or they'll a very unusual bull-fight in Mexico flats
realizing that men and women are creatures of essentially differing
be pulverizing you for some wood tbat carry you along on the crest of|was work, but it was fun. Maybe
eating habits consists of one meal and a tip from someone in the
alcohol!
the wave until you look with surprise I tbis incident will teach less experiknow.
"It is now approaching the hour and And that you have finished the I enced members of the cast not to sing
of midnight . .
When Ted book- We rate this one A No. 1 in in tbe dressing rooms. And Marc
How this attitude has developed is difficult to understand. It
Osborn of the program "Black tbe murder mystery line and straight to keeP away from black cats. We
....AND....
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Chapel" sounds his voice with those B in the travel category. The other I boPe'
maturity that men and women should'
words, it is little wonder that New Inove' is our favorite, and we are!
* * * *
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night,
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really good adventure story with a out of the eigbt affairs are being
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e personality to pave the way to more symphonic program to be when we learned that the novel is Fate". Each is complete in itself, into be put into thg movies, then we I lercst'ng little scenes that I hope
More tha one group has become interested in the problem. In ed that peace propaganda is attempt
The week's reading in current lit sreat success, and the star of the heard March 5. His last program on
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concluded
calmed
down and remembered some |you " 'ike. I'd best say no more,
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CLUBS

DRAMA
MUSIC
JEAN WALCOTT

COLLEGE: INS
AND OUTS
BY

DAFFY DILL

(Bobbins Dailey
Tells
Of Engagement

RIGHT WE WERE
We told you so—Last Sunday Dr.
and Mrs. W. J. Daily announced the
marriage of Bobbins to Fern Skou
bye which took place last December
tenth. Fern is working in San Diego,
and Bobbins will join him there next
month.
WEEKEND FESTIVITIES
GEK-36
Mardi
Gras — Many
Pacific students, members, guests, and
otherwise, thronged the Hotel Stock
ton midst the colorful carnival spirit
(?).
Omego Phi—Waffles and dancing
delighted the fair-sexed guests on
Friday night.
Tau Kappa—Paper hearts and
real hearts danced away the hours
on Sat., nite amid Valentine decora
tion.
Alpha Kappa Phi—What with all
the Sat. nite competition, the Archites
managed to throw a vtry successful
radio dance.
20-30 Club and Amblers—Each
held Sat. nite dances likewise. Who
said this town was dead?
OTHER EVENTS OF GREAT
OR LITTLE IMPORTANCE:
Central California Ski Club may
find it necessary to call their weekend
party off, if this unusual California
weather persists . . . Hertha Rausch
entertained Jean Westrum, Frances
Hallmark, and Phyllis Liebman at
lunch on Tuesday. The table was
charmingly appointed with peach
glassware and violets for the center
piece . . . Rushing opens on Sunday
and the four sororities will open
with teas from three to five . . . This
column is very peculiar—the longer
it goes, the shorter it grows.

Valentine Motif
Of T a u K a p p a
Dance

Coming as a complete surprise to
her many friends on the Pacific cam
pus was the announcement made last
Sunday of the marriage of Miss
Bobbins Dailey to Mr. Fern Skoubye on December 10. The announce
ment was made at a formal tea at the
home of the bride's parents in Oak
land on the occasion of her twentyfirst birthday.
Guests were received between the
hours of three and five. White and
pink flowers throughout the house
carried out the color scheme. The
tea table was beautifully appointed
with a large silver wedding ring and
a • bridal couple adorning the center
of the table.
Around the centerpiece were plac
ed little nosegays of white flowers
which concealed parchment scrolls
that read—"Anna May Dailey-Fern
Skoubye, October 10." These nose
gays were presented to each guest
as she was served tea. Other ap
pointments carried out th<? silver and
white motif.
The wedding took place at four in
the afternoon in Modesto with Rev
erend Baird officiating. Mrs. Skou
bye leaves March 4, to join her hus
band is down south where he is asso
ciated with the Texaco Oil Com
pany.
The bride attended the University
of California, and last semester she
was a student at the College of the
Pacific. While here she was affiliat
ed with Mu Zeta Rho sorority. Mr.
Skoubye is a graduate of St. Mary's
College and a prominent member of
last season's football team.

Hop Planned
Aid Chinese
Students
Plans for a dance to be held in the
S. C. A. rooms Saturday, February
26, from 9:30 until 12:00 were made
by the committee for the Far East
ern Emergency Relief which met
Tuesday afternoon. Bob Takahashi
and Helen Hall were appointed for
the. committee. It will cost fifty
cents per couple. Proceeds from the
collection taken yesterday in assembly
and the proceeds from the dance
will go for the Pacific Student Asso
ciation's contribution to the Far
Eastern Fund.
This fund will go to Chinese and
Japanese students whose educational
opportunities have been taken away
because of the war in China.

Burton Olmsted
To Tour U. S.
Friends of Burton Olmsted are
hearing with interest of his depar
ture last Wednesday for an extended
visit throughout the United States
and Canada.
The entire trip will be made by
train, and he intends to cover the
major cities of the country.
While at Pacific Mr. Olmstead was
an engineering major and a member
of Alpha Kappa Phi fraternity.

Amid a setting completely done
in red and white, members of Tau
Kappa Kappa and their guests en
joyed an evening of dancing in the
rooms of the house last Saturday
night. The theme of the dance was
in accordance with St. Valentine's
Day, and a predominance of large red
hearts and all sorts and sizes of
valentines.
• Ken Little and his orchestra sup
plied music for the event seated be
hind a canopy of hearts. Refresh
ments were served in the dining
room, converted into a lounge, from
behind a mock red bar.
Members and guests who enjoyed
the affair were Elizabeth Douglas,
Kay Meyer, Aline Durst, Patty Ma
son, Mary Frances Johnson, Betty
Smith, Rae Hungerford, Elinor
Shepard, Myrtle King, Thelma Wil
liams, May McBride, Lois Mae Ven
tre, Jeanne Woodruff, Joyce Bovey,
Elinor James, Bobbie Foster, Jean
Strong, Wilma Ames, Thelma Gilgert.
Their guests were Myron Suther
land, Ed Bennet, Howard McBride,
Charles Schiffman, Elton Cincirulo,
Bill McBride, Tom Coffey, Ed. Ber
ry, Ralph Hadden, Ben Alexander,
Ludwig Baumgruen, Raymond Dorcey, Alvin Learned, Houston Keehner, Gene Fuller, Dick Morrill, Floyd
Swagerly, George Abel, Dale Higdon.

Epsilon Reception
Honors Cast
Of Play

In honor of Miss Ruberta Demmon's approaching marriage to Ed
ward Price, Miss Bette Flickinger
was hostess at a miscellaneous show
er last Saturday. The party was in
form of a breakfast and was held
at Cedar Gables in Napa.
Guests from Pacific included the
Misses Sarah Cameron, Virginia Lee
Chapman, Dohothy Davis, May Lou
Whitmore, Jane Jordan, Patricia
Seavers, Ruberta Demmon, honoree;
and Bette Flickinger.
Miss Demmon is a member of
Alpha Theta Tau, while Ed. Price
was affiliated with Omega Phi Alpha.

SHORTS

Marie Breniman
Represents

and past president of the local
branch, will attend a State executive
board meeting in Hollywood to
morrow.
Miss Breniman will leave tonight
for the southern city. Inventory
will be taken of the work just ac
complished by the board.

vited to call.
Betty Macdougal and Mary Bay
will pour at the daintily appointed
table. Evelyn King, vice president
and social chairman, is general chair
man of the affair.

Marcella Lidyard,
Douglas Silva
Betrothed
Orange and black, traditional colors
of the College of the Pacific, were
used at the luncheon given by Miss
Marcella Lidyard announcing her en
gagement to Mr. Douglas Silva. (A
telegram delivered to one of the
guests revealed the troth.
Orange marigolds and orange tap
ers in black holders centered the
table. Whist was enjoyed through
out the afternoon.
Miss Lidyard, daughter of the late
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Lidyard, grad
uated from Stockton High School
and Business College. Her fiance is
a senior at the College of the Pacific,
and has been outstanding in athletics,
having been selected honorary captain
of the football team in 1937.
The marriage will be an event of
the late fall.

FOR MEN ONLY
by Faye
To get to the bottom of things,
let's start with shoes. They are no
problem this season. Sandals are bet
ter than ever, and of course the opera
pump will always be used. Again
snake skin is used . . . putting on the
dog . . . python the most popular.
Swing straps, are passable, mowever,
the higher style with side instep cut
outs are more in the lime light.
Dresses are still short, even short
er—if you can take it. Many of
them are featuring a print bolero
over a solid toned dress. The prints
are most attractive with a combina
tion of azalea (off shade of pink to
you) chartreuse and blue. With the
house formals and the Pan Hel just
around the corner, perhaps we'd bet-

ter give a thought to evening gowns.
Naturally, the filmy materials such as
chiffon, net, organdy and marquisite
are favored. However taffeta, bro
cade and silk crepe will do. De
signers are trying to summer-ize lame
by using a plaid cut.
Formals are being made so that
they appear to be held together by
hope, but with the modern contriv
ances they can be made as secure as
desired. Especially good are strap
less models.
Tremendously full
skirts and tight bodices upon which
flowers, jewels, beads and all deco
rations are placed. The three toned
paneled chiffon is a new idea, and
featured i n"Mlle. Modiste." An
other plus, some novel ideas for

Before an altar decorated in white
candles and flowers, Miss Maradean
Pease will become the bride of Mr.
Herschel Burson, Sunday afternoon
at 2:30. The ceremony, to be read
by Dr. Werner of the college fac
ulty, will take place at the Unitarian
clurch.
Miss Pease will be led to the altar
by her father Mr. Roy S. Pease. She
will be attired in a tailored beige
dress with a royal blue blouse. Her
corsage will be of orchids and lilies
of the valley.
Attending the bride will be her two
sisters, Miss Vangie Peas, as maid
of honor, and Miss Maryanna Pease,
as bridesmaid. Both will wear flow
ered dresses of harmonizing colors,
and carry old-fashioned bouquets.
Georgia Jean Seivers in a pink, fully
pleated gown will be flower girl and
she, too, will carry an old-fashioned
bouquet.
Reed Beorly will attend the groom
as best man. Ushers will be Alton
Geiser and Robert A. George. Music
for the wedding will be supplied by
Katherine Renne Anderson, who will
play the "Indian Love Call" before
the ceremony and the Lohengrin and
Mendelssohn Wedding marches.

Zetagathean Has Dickie Jacobs Is
Installation
Visitor Here
Officers for the Spring semester
of the Zetagathean Society were in
stalled at an informal service last
night. Beth Dodds will lead the
group, assisting her will be Bette
Shoemaker, vice-president; Harriet
Kientz, corresponding treasurer; Car
olyn Decker, responding secretary;
Pauline Crawford, historian.
"The living room of Women's Hall
was decorated with yellow daffodils
for the candle light ceremony. Re
freshments were served at the conclu
sion under the direction of Eva
Wortg.
Pledges of the organization are
Christine Vander Akker, Lucile
Vidlu, and Madeline McPheeters.
formals and color combinations are
also in the aforementioned show.
It is said that women dress for
men—don't let them kid you—she
dresses to out-do the other women
. . . rival ? Ho hum!

COLLEGE ran
AND TROPHIES

FRIEDBERGER'S

Evening Bags

)» 6* M*
• J8WELtfcS • *

VALLEY
FLORAL CO.

JANE WITHERS in

"CHECKERS'
with STU ERWIN and

REASONABLY PRICED

"DISTINCTIVE
CORSAGES"

Hopalong Cassidy in

Campus Representative

'JJEXAS TRAIL"

Phone 632

Edmund Lowe in '
Edgar Wallace's Novel

MURDER ON
DIAMOND ROW1
SOON 1 ! !

Chas. Haas & Sons
JEWELERS

"PENITENTIARY"

Former Pacificite
Engaged

Two tiny St. Valentine hearts
concealed in a corsage bouquet re
vealed the news of the betrothal of
Miss Catherine Clark and Mr. Mer
rill Werner.
Miss Clark is the daughter of Mr.
Ralph Clark of Lodi. She attended
Sacramento Junior College and San
Jose State. She is a member of the
Lodi Women's Club, San Joaquin
Teachers' Association, the Marc
Club, Omega Nu, and Pi Kappa Phi.
Them veils the women now wear
Her fiance, son of Mr. and Mrs.
aren't any good. It's like kissin' a G. A. Werner, attended the College
woman through a screen door.
of the Pacific and affiliated with

Miss Dickie Jacobs, now of Uni
versity of California, was a guest at
Pacific last weekend. While here she
attended the local roller skating rink
accompanied by the Misses Sarah
Cameron, Virginia Lee Chapman,
Dorothy Davis, Marguerite Etzel,
Bette Flicklinger, Madge Hepburn,
Patricia Seavers, Jane Stuart, and
May Lou Whitmore.

Golden Opportunity!!!
ForC.O.P. Intelligensia
Poets
LOO K!
Can Now
Afford
Hair Cuts

POEMS WANTED for new
poetry anthology. Plays and
Stories also considered. Ad
dress: Dept. AS; Editors—62
Grand Central Annex, New
York, N. Y.

CLOWES' DAIRY
PRODUCERS AND DISTRIBUTORS
of the Finest In Dairy Products
Grade A Raw and Pasteurized Milk
Guaranted Golden Guernsey Milk

Grace Moore in

"I'll Take Romance"

Big Group Joins
Sex Relations
Discussion

Members and patronesses of Epsi
lon saw movies of Mexico last night.
They were taken and described by
Mrs. Baines.
Bad weather Sunday kept an ad
miring bunch of skiiers from getting
to Cold Springs (and Bill Klein)—
too bad gals.

NEXT

John Howard in

BILL BOYD as

BURTON OLMSTEAD
109 N. Sutter

Mesh
Rhinestone
Gold

A reception will be held after the
event at the home of the bride on
South Central Avenue. Each of the
40 guests invited will be given a
small white box With wedding cake,
tied with a white ribbon. Decora
tions will be done in white and sil
ver with bowls ow white sweet peas
and other blossoms used about the
rooms. The wedding cake on a
cloth of white lace decorated with
a tiny bride and groom will hold the
place of honor beside the bride.
Mrs. Carl Ogden of Modesto will
pour and Misses Lyle Styles of
Stockton, and Mrs. Harrol Heflin of
Lodi will serve. Mrs. L. Pease of
Alameda, grandmother of the bride,
will be an honored guest.
Miss Pease is the daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Roy S. Pease of Stockton.
She will receive her A. B. degree
from Pacific this June.
Mr. Burson is the son of Mr. and
Mrs. George Burson of Fresno. He
is a graduate of Lodi schools and
a member of the Amblers' Club and
a charter member of the DeMolay's.
After a wedding trip to Los Ange
les and Mexico, the couple will live
in Lodi where the groom is engaged
in business.

SOCIAL
CALENDAR

Beginning the very important SATURDAY, Feb. 19.—
Basket Ball Game
Spring rushing season, all four soror
Pacific Gym
ities of the College of the Pacific will
M'lle. Modiste
open their doors to prospective rushAuditorium.
ees Sunday from three until five
o'clock. These teas are an annual SUNDAY, Feb. 20.—
Rushing Teas '
event on the campus.
All Houses
TAU KAPPA
MONDAY, Feb. 21.—
At Tau Kappa Kappa, the tea will
Rushing Begins
carry out the Colonial theme. Guests
Visiting Day.
will be greeted at the door by a girl
TUESDAY,
Feb. 22.—
in a Colonial costume, and they will
Washington's Birthday
be welcomed in the receiving line by
Holiday
Aline Durst, president; Miss Ellen
Deering, housemother; and Edna WEDNESDAY, Feb. 23.S. C. A. Meeting
Clark, vice president. Each person
Anderson Hall, 7:00
in the receiving line will carry French
Orchestra Rehearsol
bouquets.
Auditorium, 7:00.
When tea is served, the tray will be
centered with a favor made from can THURSDAY, Feb. 24.—
dies and candles in white, orchid, and
Student Dance
yellow, the house colors.
Gym, 7:00
Mrs. G. F. Walcott and Mrs. D.
Studio Play
Durst will preside at the tea table.
Studio Theatre, 8:15.
The following girls are in charge of
Folk Dancing
arrangements: Joyce Bovey, Rae
S. C. A. Rooms, 7:00.
Hungerford, and Jean Strong deco FRIDAY, Feb. 25.—
rations; Elizabeth Douglas and
Rho Lambda Phi Dance
Thelma Gilgert, serving; Kay Meyer,
House
Edna Clark, Helen Hall and Patty
Basket Ball Game
Mason, cleanup.
Pacific Gym.
EPSILON
Studio Play
Studio Theatre, 8:15.
Guests will be welcomed at Epsilon
Lambda Sigma by Jane Kingdon and
received by Mrs. Ethyl Flack, house
mother, Marjorie Nichols and Evelyn
King.
Mixed Spring flowers will be used
throughout the house in decoration.
Silver candlelabra will flank the
fireplace.
Miss Patty Pierce and
Miss Lorraine Knoles will pour.
MU ZETA
One hundred and ten students at
IT'E NOT NEWS BUT
Visitors who call at Mu Zeta Rho tended Mrs. Irving Goleman's group
will be welcomed by Beverly McGhan, on Men and Women's Sex Relations
and Genevieve Moran and Miss Ove- which was held Wednesday at four
na Larson, housemother, will form o'clock in the S. C. A. rooms. This
meeting served as a prelude to the
the receiving line.
Gay Spring flowers will be used lectures and discussions which are to
decoratively. Arranging this formal follow during the semester. Since
affair will be Charlotte Parker, Fran the group was so large and not
ces Richardson, Ruth Lombardi, Pat adapted to good discussions, it will
Carson, and Francis Aberle, chair probably be necessary to eliminate
some of the group. In this case
man.
preference will be given to S. C. A.
ALPHA THETA
members and seniors.
Pete Whitaker is out getting votes
Miss Mae Doman, housemother,
Those attending were asked several
for Pete Whitaker as the best dress Anne Blundell, and Shay Barnett,
ed man on the campus—C. O. P., P. will welcome guests at Alpha Theta questions which were to be. written
on paper and submitted to Mrs. GoleJ. C., or P. D. Q.
Tau Sunday. Spring flowers will man. Mainly, this was to give Mrs.
be used for decoration. June Lane Goleman a background of her audi
Some of the rizing Rhizites will be is general chairman of the event. ence and to find out from them just
weekending in San Francisco While Committees for the affair are refresh what they wanted to be discussed
there, they will take in "Porgy and ments, Dorothy Davis, Bessie Fraser, and lectured upon.
Bess" and take post graduate courses and Bette Flicklinger; decorations,
In beginning this series of lec
in night life at the Big City. Bud Pat Roberts and Sara Cameron; mu tures, Mrs. Goleman first gave her
Smith and Bill Russell will be among sic, Murial Logerwell, Ruberta Dem- philosophy of the subject and how
those present.
mon, and Peggy Breed.
it should be treated. She pointed
All non-affiliated girls are invited out the advantages of a mixed group
There's a new pup at Archania. to attend this series of teas.
in discussing problems which con
He's been christened "Bing" by the
cern both sexes. She told how peo
proud pops—Ralph Trembley and Alpha Phi Delta and Theta Chi fra ple had become blinded on these is
Roger Baer, but he doesn't croon ternities.
sues because of the taboos of the
The wedding will be an event of Victorian age.
Spring. The news was heard by
After getting the preferences of
Congrats to the new Stork Club. twenty-four of the bride's close subjects from her audience she will
To belong you must be over six friends, and bridge followed the de begin on more concrete problems next
feet tall and weigh less than a hun lightfully appointed wedding lunch time. However, those not attending
dred and sixty-five. Was that meet eon. Mrs. Werner, mother of the | the first meeting will not be^dmiting Saturday night formal or in groom-elect, was one of the guests. I ted to any of the following sessions.
formal?

Choosing Valentine's Day to reveal
her engagement, Miss Edith Clair
Hixson presided at a delightful
bridge party Monday evening at the
home of her mother, Mrs. Edith A.
Hixson. Her fiancee is Mr. Edson
M. Lennant of Stockton.
The interesting news was revealed
in a Valentine concealing the pic
tures of the betrothed pair which
was awarded to Miss Karma Cundell
for high score.
The bride-elect is a student of the
Stockton Junior College and is very
active in school and social affairs.
She is a member of Gamma Epsilon,
Senior Orchesis, and of the Order
of Rainbow for Girls. Mr. Lennent
was graduated from Oakdale High
School, California Polytechnic School
at San Luis Obispo, and he has at
tended University of- California. At
present both are students at the Col
lege of the Pacific.
Those first hearing the news were
the Misses Beth Dodds, Phyllis Gritton, Helen Atchley, Grace Tener,
Geraldine Griggs, Carol Beth Mey
ers, Ardis Singleton, Karma Cun
dell, Virginia Gray, Mae Belle Rosensteel, Anne Hutchesori, Alice Michaelson, Lillian Callis, and Mrs. Har
old Hopper, the former Miss Dora
Archibald.
The engagement has been kept sec
ret since October 10.

Lambda Simga will pre
Ruberta Demmon sideEpsilon
at a formal reception tonight
honoring Norma Bentley and the cast
of "Mademoiselle Modiste". At the
Honored At
conclusion of tonight's performance,
students, members of the faculty, and
Shower
members of the audience are in

A.W.S ElectsNew A.A.U. W.
Miss Marie Breniman of the Col
Officers For
lege faculty, recording secretary of
the California Division, American
Semester
Association of University Women,
The Associated Women Students,
on February 10th, elected Delphine
Ferroggiaro, president and Betty Rae
Stone, vice president of the asso
ciation.
The vacancies were left
when Julianne « Ralston and Janet
Cole did not return to school'this se
mester.
The election was held all day
Thursday and all women students
were entitled to cast their ballots.
The other candidates for the offices
Were, president, Dorothy Van Gelder,
and for vice president, Frances
Richardson and Virginia Weston.

Clair Hixon To Sorority Teas
Marry Edson
Start
Lennant
Rushing Season

WESTS LANE

men
Know the satisfaction of
standing out from the
crowd in this daring
print linen with swanky
leather trimmed belt.
Deftly cut and superbly
fitted by Nelly Don for
sunshine wear North or
South. Navy, wine,
brown, black . . .'

Piping
If

nJpflO'C h a •
By DANNY GASSBERG
LOUIS IN EIGHT

Reports are coming in hot and
heavy concerning the fact that Mon
sieur Joe Louis, world's heavyweight
boxing champ, is fat, slow, and aw
fully easy to hit in his preparation
for this Wednesday night's Nathan
Mann fight.
We never knew that
hot air was so heavy.

Tigers-Aggies Play
Here Tomorrow Nite

FAR WESTERN BASKET
BALL STANDINGS
Team

W. L. Pet.

Nevada U

5 1 .833

Pacific

2

Cal Aggies
Chico State
Fresno State

2

.500

2 2 .500
2 4 .333
1 3 .250

Games This Week:
Pacific at Cal Aggies

(Wood
land, Feb. 17; Cal Aggies at Pacific,
Feb 19.
Chico at Fresno, Feb. 18, 19.

a

Squads End Home and Home

C. 0. P. Suffers Double
Dumping in Reno Series

Stagg Welcomes
Show Wares
1938 Grid Troop
As Old Sol Smiles In Spring Bow
Thinclad Warriors

Former Tigers Form

Series with Game in Tiger Town

A Tiger varsity that seems to have reached its peak, and is going along
in a level plane, meets up with a Cal. Aggie quintet that has hit the up.
grade and is beating out a blazing path. One of the conference games
between the two "place" teams was played last night, and results were a
Win 3, Lose 0
Of course, we find a very ob
mystery at this writing. The other will be run off in Pacific Gym tomorrow
vious reason for all this goopy
•
—
gab. There is a press agent in
Making a surprisingly excellent evening.
the splinter heap, my'frans. Not
showing, the Bengal Midgets, an ag FRESNO EASY PREY
wishing to spend as much time on
Coach George Stromgren's Mus
Inaugurating one of the greatest gregation of former football greats
Nevada Replaces Bengals as First
Jackson Sees Good
this copy as Joe will spend on
football years in College of Pacific from College of Pacific squads, won tangs came to life against a tough
Mann, we go op record as saying
history, approximately forty aspir three successive games oh their Fresno group last weekend, much
Material in Turnout
Place Team, Winning 37-22, 44-34
that Louis will nail Senior Nathan
ing, young football enthusiasts will barnstorming tour of Nevada. The in the same manner that Pacific's
in round number eight. That seems
By GREGG PHIFER
climb into moleskins and other grid team composed of such "mighty athletes wiped out Chico, and copped
to be Joe's favorite frame for ap
"For forty days and forty nights" iron paraphernalia on Monday to mites" as O'Hare, Martinovitch, two games. They trounced a Bull
Going from the sublime to the ridiculous in a week, and that's nice
plying the sleeping powders, and
going if you refer to speed, the Bengal basketeers of C. O. P. braved —no not quite forty,—though it greet C. O. P.'s head football coach, Ijams, Baer, Oleata, and A1 George, dog five, 48-35 and 40-32, that Nevada
there is an extra fine reason for
the chilly woes of ol' man Winter to go Reno-way and take a double seemed to Coach Earl A. Jackson and and Football's "Grand Old Man" defeated teams in Winnemucca, Battle had trouble with.
his doing it so late this time.
his track squad that the rain had Amos Alonzo Stagg, in the annual Mountain, and Lovelock, Nevada, by
The one thing about the Aggies
Joe is warming up Wednesday thumping from the hard-hitting Nevada U. cagers, 37-22 Friday night, lasted many times the proverbial per
Finding their range on long shots
Spring turnout.
respective scores of 31-20, 31-19 and that befuddles many a sports fan, is
night for the .Schmeling tussle, as and 44-34 the following evening. This duo-drubbing slapped the Tigers iod of the great flood. Last week
the Bengal Tibabes were able to
What makes this year's spring 25-23.
the
fact
that
you
don't
hear
much
you all know. Some experts say he into second place tie with the CaIi-4for the first time the squad got out practice session more vital than simi
about them. They just seem to toddle squeeze out a 22 to 20 victory over
will take this guy Mann in four fornia Aggies.
CATS COME TO LIFE
side to work out as a unit without lar previous "warm-ups" is the fact 'SNO HINDRANCE
along,
losing and winning games. But the strong Sonora High School quin.
heats. We can't see any point in UNFORSEEN ARISES
Showing a somewhat startling re grave fear of slipping on wet ground that all hands will be in there plug
The Winnemucca game found the
when
they
knock the daylights out of tet at Sonora last Saturday night.
that. Louis should and most likely
The first loss that Ralph Francis versal of form from the game played or stepping ankle deep in soft mud. ging and trying and giving all—for, Pacific caravan emerging from a
The sensational playing of Steph
squad such as Fresno seems to
will take it easy for about six per and his boys absorbed was just one Friday night,'the Bengal Tigers gave
With clearing skies, the squad of on November 12 Pacific goes very blinding snow storm fifteen minutes have this year, then the sports world ens, who was shifted from forward
iods. Then, the wrath of the Ebony of those things. Pacific hooplas, the strong Nevada quintet a run for
cinder hopefuls will work out regu big time against Chicago U. in the before scheduled game time to make says "Eh?", with one hand cupped to to guard, and the fine shooting 0f
Eradicator will hit Mann and by the weakened by a prolonged train ride their money losing to them 44 to
for the home folks a spectacular ap
larly every day from 4 'till 6. An Windy City.
Doug Vieira, high point man for the
time round eight rolls around he will and an unavoidable breakfastless 34 in a thrill-packed contest that
pearance. Roger Baer led the scor ear.
increased number of men will parti FLIES LIKE HONEY
contest with seven points, were the
be so ugly that even his own dog morning, hit the "Biggest Little City saw the score tied on five different
TEAM
WORK
FEATURED
cipate in the daily workouts as sev
Numerous Jaysee and high school ing with twelve points, followed by
main reasons for the Tibabe victory.
wouldn't recognize him. (That lingo in the World" all out of sorts and occasions and the lead changed hands
The Davis Dribblers show no stareral
of
the
football
candidates
come
stars
have been attracted to Tiger A1 George and O'Hare with eight
Leaderich, who has been the Frosh
is strictly Broadwayish.) It is then tirely unfit for a hard evening of three times.
studded
line-up.
Captain
Ken
Pinout and as the track men gain morale. Town's ivy covered walls by the each.
mainstay in point scoring in the past
that Louis will grew tired of seeing basket ball competition. With such
Pacific overcame Nevada's early LARGE SQUAD SEEN
"greatest single sports event in the
From the snow-swept village of son and Steve Chorak handle the few games, was ejected from the con
that ugly face before him, and
! conditions existing, it was no work at
lead in the first few minutes of play,
Surveying early prospects for the college's history." Some are here Winnemucca, the Block "P" men forward posts. Wayl and Conrad test early in the second half on per
TIGERS A CINCH
all for the wolfpack to lace the Cat but the Wolves came back strong to first College of the Pacific varsity now, others are due in the first Fall traveled to Battle Mountain to centers, and Roy Stoekland teams up
sonal fouls.
Last night, results unknown at horde.
tie the score at 10 all, and then forge track team in quite a number of shipment. All in all, a super grid astound the local cronies with their with Emerson Clark at guard.
BISHOP, DURHAM OUT
this writing, Bengal basket bailers to
Both teams showed poor form in ahead to lead 16 to 13 at half time. years, candid observation necessitates iron crew is expected to be born.
Publicity reports from the farmer
agility at such an age. A small court
The Tibabes were weakened for
this writing, Bengal basket bailers this contest, playing slow, erratic ball.
Kolbus and Redovitch, Nevada the report that no world beaters as
Among the outstanding new men aided the boys who were rather in campus say that the marked improve the game because of the illness of
played a game with Cal Aggies. Last At that, the Tiger floor game was guard, tied for scoring honors with yet ready to meet Far Western Con who have come up from all points the red than the pink condition.
ment in free throws is what beat
Paul Bishop and "Bull" Durham.
week at this time we would quite good. However, they were un 13 points each. Dunlap, Bengal cen ference competition. A well round N., E., S. and W. are Jerry BentFresno. In the first game Cal. Ag
Durham is suffering from a boil on
have wagered dollars, to dough able to stop the sharpshooting dis ter, was high point man for Coach ed squad of from fifty to sixty men ley, bone-crushing southerner and RETURN OF THE NATIVE
gies dropped 14 of 27 gift shots into
nuts that Pacific would carry home played by Dick Kolbus, flashy U. of Francis' men with 12 points. Both does not seem nearly as much a linesman; Stan Vaughn, huge pigskinAt Lovelock they met a town team the bucket. The second fray saw his arm, but is expected to be back
the long end of the score. Now, re N. forward, and his team mate, John Radovich of Nevada and Parsons of dream as appeared at the first of this ner with the ability to make letter- which had not lost a game in two them get 14 for 23. This, when their in the harness in a few days.
In a preliminary game the Kjeldsults still unknown, we hesitate to Radovich at center.
Pacific were ejected from the game year, however.
men sweat for their job; Pete Whit- years of competition. Lovelock being previous record was 3 free throws sen reserves were victorious over
call the outcome. California Aggies, TIGERS STOPPED COLD
the
home
town
of
the
Oleatas,
in the second half on personal fouls
made in 14 attempts.
Definite prospects can hardly be aker, crack guard from Arizona; and
the Sonora reserves by a 24 to 18
rooted in the cellar slot last week,
"Jumping Joe" stole the show with
estimated at this early date, two or Workman, a fine footballer.
i"he Wolves showed superiority "RIP" and "MICK" DIG IN
The reports failed to mention classy
score. Both Foss and Unipeg tied
by virtue of a double loss to Chico early in the game, when they stole
his
aggressive
floor
work
and
nearly
three
weeks
before
the
earliest
time
floor
work,
expert
passing,
and
eagleFIGHTIN'
FELINES.BACK
Rippon and Parsons, Tiger for
for high point honors with six points
looked miserable on paper—especially into the lead and never relinquished
trials and intramural meets. Only
Outstanding
lettermen,
who brought down the wrath of the towns eye shooting on the part of Strom- each.
after the lacing the Wildcat workers it. They had men like Parsons, Rip- wards, led a concentrated drive at from the previous record of some of
have proved their worth in past people on the whole team. The game gren men.
absorbed in Pacific Gym. Then, the pon, Hoffman, and Dunlap tied tight the beginning of the second half, the men on the squad can any idea
performances under the orange was a thriller throughout and ended AGGIES ARE GOOD
Davis Mustangs reared, plunged, er than a seaman's handiwork, 4 finally tying the score with 24 all. be obtained.
and black banner, back to reserve with Oleata sinking the winning
The
score
was
again
deadlocked
at
32
They are definitely a serious threat
snorted and with hooves madly flail points being the top total any Bengal
all with only seven minutes of play CATERALL, ATKINSON HOT seats on the Chicago special, are bucket in the last minute of play. to Pacific's chances of winning, and B a b e s B a t t l e
ing ozone, came through with a duo- could assemble.
Baer
was
put
out
early
on
four
per
Emrys
Lloyd,
sensational
half
No
sprinters
seem
ready
yet
to
remaining. At this point Kolbus,
dynamiting of Fresno forces. Now
Nevada had an 18-13 interim ad Nevada's flashy forward, took things crack, or even touch the desired 10 back speedster of the Stagg aggre sonals and was rewarded for his should they come through with two
they're in second place, along with
wins they will certainly end this Aggie Colts in
vantage, and managed to stretch this into his own hands and proceeded to second mark. James Caterall, with gation, Dick Bentley, Joe Seigefforts after the game by a whack on casaba year for the Bengals.
C. O. P., and who can predict the considerably. Dick Kolbus carried off
make two field goals and three free a high school mark of 10.2, looms as fried, A1 Hedges, Clem Swagerty, the back from some rather overfuture?
The Tigers slumped miserably in Prelim Fixture
scoring honors with a lucky 13. Rad
one of the early prospects. Two or Ralph Trembley, Irwin Grubbs,
thehir two Reno engagements, al
However, we'll lay a hand unto it. ovich pulled in 10 points for him throws to put the game on ice for
enthusiastic
and
demonstrative
young
three others have marks a shade Jack Tulloch, Fred Bonnefield,
though they showed better form on
Yes, we'll stick our head in, so open self, besides playing a great de the Wolfpack.
Chris Kjeldsen's cage Kittens play
above this, among them, Elmyron Bob Adamina, Bob Kientz, A1 lady.
The
Bengals
connected
for
13
field
the second occasion. Scoring was ed last night in Woodland, in a pre
yo' jaws Mister Man-Eater!
fensive game.
Sopher,
and
some
of
the
other
Cooper,
Bruce
Folendorf,
Don
Good
goals from the floor and made eight
FINIS—AND MUTINY
David once slew Goliath with
held to almost a minimum by Ne liminary to the Cal. Aggie-Varsity
Paul Rippon and Ed Koehler scor
out of 12 free throws. Nevada scor man, Joe Thornton and Gregg Phifer. snappy Bengals who are straining
stone. That was one time, and it
vada's ball-hawking Wolves.
All
in
all,
the
trip
was
a
roaring
ed four markers each, for any kind
fray, with the Mustang Colts as their
The quarter mile, including as it at the leash.
more than likely he couldn't have of honor you would like to name. ed 16 field goals and 12 out of 23
Hal , Kniveton
played -part of the | opponents.
,
,
They meet this same
success
and
the
Midgets
are
still
T
does
many
relay
aspirants,
is
very
The Spring campaign will run from
done it again in a million years. But Mick Parsons and Bud Doyle polled free throws.
second Nevada game, and gave signs quintet here Saturday night in an
popular.
Ernest Atkinson, Fred six to eight weeks, and will give congratulating themselves on their AT
lvoi tr/v o r>I
i"
, 1*
'.1
**
all he needed was one shot, and he three apiece.
of being able to return,, for this ser other prelim to the * "big brother"
BOX SCORE:
Boyes, Clem Swagerty, Hamilton Stagg a good line on all candidates. victories. There seems a difference
went places. The Aggs, they say, BOX SCORE:
ies.
This defense mainstay will be tussle.
Pacific
Fg. Ft. T.
Briggs, Buford Bush, Dean Clawson, He will find himself pretty deep in
really went to town with this Fresnc
of opinion between Baer and Oleata heartily welcomed, Hal being one of
1 he Cal. Agglets have a record of
Parsons,
f
4
1
9
Vincent
Peck,
Victor
Meyers,
are
all
Nevada
Fg.
Ft.
T.
some positions and fairly vacant in
group and mopped them up. Y°u wi
the two best casaba snatchers on the four victories against no defeats, and
Rippon, f
3 1 7
candidates in this event. Specula others, but, at the present time it can as to whom was high point man but
Kolbus, f
6 1 13
remember that Fresno was the team
squad, Mick Parsons'is the other.
should prove serious opposition to the
Hoffman, f
0 2 2
Robb, f
2 0 4
tion here must certainly take into be safely said that all the material Ijams was voted the most valuable
that snared a game from Nevada and
FRANCIS DEFENSE STRONG I ibabe five.
Last week they made
Radevich,
g
3
0
6
Dunlap,
c
5
2
12
account
Peck,
with
his
California
man
as
his
car
saw
them
through
to
on hand is very fine, eager, and quite
almost took the other one. And
Ralph Francis sent his boys short work of a strong Chico Frosh
McWilliams, c
0 0 0
Bawden, g
1 1 3
frosh numerals, and Atkinson, up spirited.
you also will remember what happen
Winnemucca.
through a good share of workouts squad, taking two contests.
Avery, c
0 0 0
from Piedmont high.
Radovich, c
4 2 10
ed in Reno this past weekend. So,
this week, and it is probable that his CLASSY COLTS
Koehler,
g
0
Harris,
g
0
1
1
0
0
ASPIRANTS AN AMBITIOUS
putting two and two together you
defense will find
Aggie scoring
Knivetorr, g
1 1 3
Outside of the Colt record of no
MANY
should get a Cal. Aggie sweep of the
threats willing victims.
Doyle, g
0 0 0
Totals
defeats this year, nothing is known
16 5 37
Pacific series, one there, and the
Distance men include the cross
C. O. P.
Adamina, g
Q 1 1
Fg. Ft. T.
He will probably start Parsons and about them. They have a few good
other here tomorrow night
country ace, Cordner Nelson, out for
Rippon, f
1 2 4
Rippon in the front slots. Dunlap men who are acquainted with-Frosh
But we are here, now and for
the two mile; Bob Bovey, and Ralph
Hoffman, f
1 0 2
will negotiate the center hole, while hooplas, and the Cub players admit
ever, to tell you that the only
DePuy. Weight men include Roland
Totals
.13 8 34
Dunlap, c
1 0 2
Koehler will team up with the re- |f'13' 'hey are good. Height is there,
thing the Davis Duds will sweep
Campbell, Floyd Swagerty, Donald
Koehler, g
1 2
cuperating Kniveton.
up will be the straws and hay
in the Agglet five, as is ability and
Haycock, and Clem Swagerty. Sole
Nevada
Fg. Ft. T.
Avery, c
1 0
seeds they dropped while watching
aspirant for the javelin as yet is Pat
1 here will be nothing sensational IS13eec'- . ' 'le'r style of play, howKolbus, f
Parsons, f
1 1
our Francis-men manipulate the
Dunlap.
4 5 13
about this series. Either the Tigers
',f an unknown quantity to
Robb, f
Doyle, g
0 3
Jell.y" a.nd his Catlets.
casaba. That and. nothing more
0 6
Out for the broad jump are Mick
win or they don't. However, if they
BILL AVERY
PARK
WILSON
Adamina, g
0 0
Croft, f
0 1 1
Why? Because it seems prepos
Chns wi" Probably start the same
Parsons, Harvey Du Praw, and
lose then the jig is up and they
He s way up thar and you're way
McWilliams, c
0 2
Thompson, f
0 0 0 - Richard Hayashi. The high jump
Park Wilson is the type of fellow
terous to believe that the Davis
11?'6' be has used in recent games,
must
content
themselves
with
going
SH
down yar . . . anyhoe, that's the
Cameron, f
0 0 0
dribblers are as good as their
sees Hayashi, Tom French, and Lewis situation when you're gobbin' with who, "offstage," is quiet unassuming, back, literally, into hibernation for
'.ei,r a an<^ Saling, forwards; LeadRadovich, c
2 4 8
Totals
6 10 22
showing against the Bulldogs,
Ford as aspiring candidates. Ford Roseville's pride and joy, Bill Avery. almost demure. Very congenial and another year.
erich center; Halbert and Monnie,
Radevitch, g
6 1 13
Fresno really has a smart hard
took third place at the Fresno Re Bill is a 6 ft 5 in. mite of a lad very interesting. Is a Stockton High
three lads are
The Aggies are good enough to guai ds. The first
Harris, g
0 1 1
School
basket
ball
product,
but
failed
wood bunch this year, and they
lays last year as a representative of and for all his height he's plenty
Pittsburgers, buddies and friends to
win.
It
may
be
that
last
week's
looking
kids
who
seem
to
have
Bawden,
g
1
to see duty on the local hi's varsity.
must have been dreaming about
0 2
Stockton J. C.
fast. This tyke, a blonde, smooth- Most of his melon manipulating was barrage was just a flash in the pan, | the last.
Waldren,
their trip to Hawaii, next Fall the "moxie" that is needed in col
-0 0 0
The game will come on at 7 p. m.
All
these,
and
many
others,
will
going
guy,
is
every
inch
an
athlete.
the footballers, at Jeast, to drop lege football. They'll especially
done on the B squad. Not that that and if that be the case, they will he
receive the initial test within the From the word "go" he's right in
terrible
enough
to
lose
to
Pacific.
two such important games. We need it now, to keep lettermen
means inability—merely a sign of
Totals
16 12 44
next two or three weeks. Then Coach there, win, lose, or draw.
don't want to take any credit away from seeing service. We doubt
home town boy being overlooked and Not that C. O. P. is such a stale
Jackton
will
have
a
firmer
basis
on
Officials—Eisan
(California)
and
Got his early sports lessons in the making good in the big city, Tiger article, it is merely saying that the
from the farmer boys, but that's that many of them will replace the
which to work.
Francismen have been unable to
little city slightly north of Sacra Town.
awful thick wool they're trying boys who fought for "Double A" Puffingarger (Kansas.)
"click" all season.
last year.
mento, where men are men and wo
to pull over our eyes.
Park is a small chap, standing 5 ft
men love it. The boy was awful 11 in. and weighing a tender 155
So, we deem the Tigers a verit
.1 hey may be good enough or even
The team that wins will still have
FIRST AGAIN
Fresno vs Chico
bunsy and we got a lot of this info, pounds. He is a true Tiger when in a chance to catch the fleeting Neable "cinch" to take two this week better than some Block P guys, but was quite nifty and unsportsman
This double conquest will leave the from past looking-on we have noted like if outside observers are to be
Fresno, Feb. 17.—The Wildcats of second hand.) He has had a finger action on the hardwood, playing vadans. A split will give the Wolf
WITH THE NEW
orange and black Felines in second that the pigskin is entrusted mostly believed. He, they say, is a member Chico State College will invade in so many athletic contests that to with all the fierceness
and ferocity pack the 1938 F. W. B. C. pennant
of
the
faculty
at
Nevada
and
may
place, their final standing hinging, to seniors and lettermen. However,
Fresno Friday and Saturday nights count them would be sheer time wast of a wounded Jungle Cat. A pic
of course, on the Fresno games. And
"find" will certainly be noted by have been slightly biased. At any when they meet Fresno State Col ing.
ture of him about to make a basket fic s gain. He is a good student and |
*
that is another story.
//
the sharp eyes of Stagg and his aide, rate, he was quick with "the blower" lege varsity basket ball team in
Bill has shed many a gallon of pers would have you believe that Joe
//
hits you as being the kind of a guy
on
1
iger
offenses,
and
slow
on
Wolf
Ralph Francis, and will be given a
SPRING IS HERE
L
e
a
t
h
e
r
T
conference series in the Fresno High piration since coming to Pacific, both Gangster Number One had decided
o
n
e
that
will
make
good
someday
while
pack
assaults
...
in
fact,
there
were
Spring practice on Monday will berth. Tn fact, the fresh material
School Gymnasium.
on the gridiron and the hardwood. to go Pacific and that his name was
we continue to pound pavements and
find the newest of Stagg's "boys" will really be given the once-over times ^ he failed to "make the bead
He played varsity basket ball last P.. W. ^ Really a terror on the bat typewriters.
Following
the
Chico
series,
the
jump
when
Nevada
hardwooders
this
week
and
if
they're
as
good
as
in harness. Mr. Stagg wishes to get
Fresnans will go to Stockton Feb year for Coach Francis, and won his tlefield is this young gent.
Sport Sweater
He is dark with a nice head of |
acquainted with his young friends the grapevine singe, they'll be used fouling tactics . . . Next week, ruary 25th and 26th to take on their letter. He is the tallest man on the
A WINNER—WILSON
this
sports
page
will
introduce
the
a
who have come up to do duty for snatched immediately.
a
S6t
of
baby
brown
casaba
crew,
standing
the
already
w
'i
eyes.
the Bengals of
Frosh athletes via our "Bengalite" formidable rivals,
Ralph Francis must believe that Has offended many people with his I
dear old Tiger Town, and perhaps a
mention 6 ft. 5 in., and perhaps the
*half sweater
The varsity-ers and members
the College of the Pacific.
Wdson
has
a
host
of
basket
ball
tal
almost
"yokelness,"
but
don't
let
your
nice train ride to Chicago. But of of last year's squad will come out corner ... be sure to be there
heaviest
tipping the beams well in
e"t' for he keeps taking the lad ox,
and
learn
about
some
of
the
kids
course, that isn't why so many darling a week from this Monday. It has
eyes and ears deceive you. Nay
the two hundred.
half leather
all the Bengal trips, and substituting fair reader (are there any?) many
starlets have hitched their wagon been surprising to us the way all doing maple service now, these
LANKY
MIDDLE-MAN
FINE
same babies who will straddle that
him
whenever
possible.
"Spic"
as
to the Bengal grid machine.
a
strong
man
has
been
harbored
in
a
the boys have strictly adhered to
When the timer springs the bas the boys say, makes up in that good
What we have seen of the fresh training rules, without being told chalk-lined battlefield in the fall
slight body and Abner personality f
ket ball barrier, one can find Bill old C. O. P. "fight" what he lacks
. Doug Silva, if you haven't
material, so far, has certainly had to do so. They are all in there
such as this baby seems to have. But
filling
in
at
center.
His
height
is
PUBLISHED
EVERY
FRIDAY
heard,
has
deserted
the
ranks
of
other departments.
an impression. They are big, tough trying and hoping to make this
we know, and this is strictly confi
quite
an
asset
in
this
business,
and
he
DURING
THE
COLLEGE
YEAR
bachelorhood. He intends to do it
Wilson came to Stockton High dential, that Park Wilson is the I
$495
year one of .Stagg's biggest and some time in the future, soon. Sorry BY THE PACIFIC STUDENT is very useful in snatching rebounds
of the bestest—and we don't
off the backboard. If yOU will re from Los Banos for some unaccount- mostest
ASSOCIATION
1
best. He deserves it, and if they to see the quietest and one of the
mean Pabst ...
member, he created a small tremor able thing, and L. B.5s loss was Paciwill comply with all rules and best guards Pacific has had in a long
among
C.
O.
P.
maple
devotees
two
time go. Doug was honorary cap FOR RATES ON ADVERTISING
regulations, we are sure that they
'Our Share ^ the Shaping of
weeks ago with his constant balltain of the 1937 Stagg' outfit . . .
WRITE OR SEE MANAGER
wil be able to fulfill their highest News of the plan to sink rest rooms
Civilization"
hawking in the Chico series.
ambitions.
is the topic of the address to be given I
m Baxter Stadium has us feeling Acceptance for mailing at special
He guards an opponent well, and
tajr
Ear! Morse WUbuf
BUBBLES. . .
fine. It's a grand idea and-one that rate of postage provided for in Sec if said opponent is counting his
President emeritus of the Pacific
The way Puffingarger threw the will slap our grid field into the upper tion 1103 October 3, 1917, authorized chickens, or whatever he may be
brackets, socially and perhaps fin
counting, a tan casaba may be very
the IlT ^Ch°n f°r the Ministry at I
October 24, 1924.
slugs" into ye Tiger crew in Reno
ancially . . . We received no com
easily be seen floating through the
COME IN—
2737 p
Ave
TMnaSunday
c ?1Urch
Ave.—This
at ' Eleven ^ific
mesh—labelled, AVERY.
ments about last week's boobing
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TRY ONE ON NOW !
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Blue Ribbon

For a reason quite unknown to
your correspondent, this lad has been
slipped a "Wild." And so, when ad
dressed by angry, praising, or the
just-don't-give-a-damn fans, they
usually call him "Wild Bill" Avery . . L
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PACIFIC WEEKLY

Bengal hoopers got here. It did Entered as second-class matter Octo
look pretty low in print, but wasn't ber 24, 1924, at the Post Office at
meant to be that way . . . per Stockton, California, under the Ac
of March 3, 1879.
haps some silent enemies will be
appeased this time.
They say
a bad enemy makes a good friend
SUBSCRIPTION PRICE $1.50
Hi, gang ! 11
A YEAR.
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Kittens Slip
Sonora
22-20 Defeat
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Forrest Darby,

'Compus Salesman"
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